AMY CUNNINGHAM
SMART APPLIANCES
Using the voice and image to foreground
intangible textures of domestic technology

AMY CUNNINGHAM

RESEARCH OUTPUT

Smart Appliances
Single screen HD video with audio
available online and forming a
document of the original, live,
three-minute performance version
Accessible at https://vimeo.
com/330878904

‘Smart Appliances’ was an artwork using single screen HD video
and music composition for soprano voice, cello and electronic
sound.
It was released in three formats:
•
•
•

Live performance with video. ‘Sounding Food and Music’. The Old
Market, Hove, 6 December 2014.
Audio installation. A Musical Table, curated by Contemporary
Connections, ‘Sounding Food and Music’. Jubilee Library, Brighton.
January 2015.
Single screen HD video with audio, viewable online, which also
forms a document of the original live audio performance. 2019.

Based on research at the Daphne Oram Collection, Goldsmiths,
University of London, Cunningham’s artwork draws on multi-sensual
textures to reference contemporary experience with technology. The
work combines a past vision of the promise of future technology with
present day promises taken from contemporary advertising of smart
refrigerators that operate through smart phone communication.
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Smart Appliances (2014)
Amy Cunningham
Photographs of live performance
at Sounding Food and Music
Commissioned by
Contemporary Connections
The Old Market, Hove
Laura Reid (cello)
Frances Bourne (soprano)
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Smart Appliances (2015)
Amy Cunningham
Audio installation, part of
Sounding Food and Music.
A Musical Table, curated by
Contemporary Connections
Jubilee Library, Brighton
January 2015
Installation view
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Smart Appliances (2014)
Amy Cunningham
Stills from HD video
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Smart Appliances (2014)
Amy Cunningham
Stills from HD video
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Smart Appliances (2014)
Amy Cunningham
Still from HD video
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RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Daphne Oram in her studio, 1962
(detail) Image courtesy of Daphne
Oram Archive, Goldsmiths,
University of London

Cunningham is engaged in researching the visual and sonic
exploration of texture and pattern and the use of lyrical vocal
line within fine art practice.
Her work explores the patterns, gaps, time frames, between-moments
and interplay between materials, be that the interference pattern in a
moving image, the resonant hum of a refrigerator, the fingerprints left
on an iPad screen, the moiré fabric worn by the engineer and composer
Daphne Oram or the letters written by Ada Lovelace about missing
notes in the first programmable computer difference engine.
Her motivation behind the research for Smart Appliances was to draw
attention to expectations of technological devices in the home of the
future from the perspectives of the mid-twentieth century. A starting
point for this work were the audio compositions and ideas of composer
and sound engineer Daphne Oram, explored by Cunningham through
research at the Daphne Oram Collection, Goldsmiths College, London.
The following research questions emerged from the process:
•

How does the lyrical voice (human or otherwise) work as a device to
bring the intangible texture of a technology to the foreground?

•

How can an artwork reveal tensions between the imagined potential
of communication technology and its glitches or ‘failures’ through
foregrounding its material properties?
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RESEARCH CONTEXT
‘Smart Appliances’ was part of Cunningham’s ‘The Difference
Machine’, a series of artworks with video and vocal music
composition in which the artist used mediated sounds and
images to investigate the roles and cultural representations of
women in the assimilation of technology into culture.
Those considered included the nineteenth-century mathematician
and analyst Augusta Ada, Countess of Lovelace (Ada Lovelace), the
aviatrix Amy Johnson, who flew solo from UK to Australia in 1930 and
the composer and engineer Daphne Oram, who founded the BBC
Radiophonic Workshop.
The series explores the textures and patterns of the technologies these
women have used or designed. Cunningham foregrounds intangible
textures: the gap between scan lines in television transmission, the hand
that disrupts the unseen electromagnetic field to create the sound of a
theremin, the iridescent fingerprint marks found on smart screens, the
tension created between the warp and weft of threads in a moiré fabric,
the missing notes discussed in letters concerning the first computer
programme, the space between the physical and digital or the time
passing between transmission and reception.
Cunningham situates the research within a field of artists who explore
the possibilities of video and audio installation with vocal music, such
as Susan Philipsz, who has used her own singing voice to evoke space,
and Elizabeth Price, who has used a method of sampling vocal music as
part of her video installations. The specific relationship between screen
and voice was explored in the exhibition Autumn Almanac: The Voice
and the Lens, curated by Sam Belinfante and Third Ear, IKON Gallery,
Birmingham, UK (2012) in which Cunningham’s video and vocal work
Oracle (based on the letters of Ada Lovelace) was presented, leading to
a publication (Cunningham, 2015) .

On Standby, (2012)
Amy Cunningham
Stills from online document of the
work, a single screen video with
live vocal performance developed
from Cunningham’s earlier
research on Daphne Oram

The ingredients of the research were informed by ‘Sounding Food
and Music’, a project conceived by Contemporary Connections, who
commissioned Cunningham to make the work. ‘Sounding Food and
Music‘ considered the connections between eating, dieting, gender
and sound, themes that emerged through musicological research on
women’s music (https://britishmusiccollection.org.uk/article/soundingfood-and-music). This extended Contemporary Connections’ research
on early twentieth-century women’s music and led to Cunningham’s
research on the early work of Daphne Oram, On Standby (2012), a
single screen video with live vocal performance. This was presented as
part of They Clapped Until She Bowed Once More (2011) at St James’s
Piccadilly, London. https://contemporaryconnections.weebly.com/theyclapped-until-she-bowed-once-more.html

Video available at https://vimeo.
com/102243953
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RESEARCH PROCESS
Cunningham’s research process involved
the collection and observation of a variety
of materials through a set of lateral
connections. Dr Cathy Lane, in her essay
‘It Started with a Dress: Amy Cunningham’s
Smart Appliances’ (Lane, 2014), has described
the artist researcher in this process as being like
a magpie .
Initially Cunningham explored archive material in the
Daphne Oram Collection at Goldsmiths, University
of London. A range of Oram’s items were of interest,
from her technical descriptions of the Oramica
Synthesiser to her proposals for future projects and
her 1964 electronic composition entitled ‘Food
Preservation’, which aptly captures the sense of being
inside a refrigerator.
Cunningham was particularly drawn to the
photographs of Oram in the music studio that she
built in her home in Kent, in which Oram appears
to pose in a formal manner wearing an unusually
structured dress. Cunningham investigated the type
of dress that Oram was wearing, identifying
its aesthetic as linked to the structured moiré
fabric dress La Cigale by fashion designer Christian
Dior (1952).
Cunningham embarked on practical experimentation
in the studio, making drawings and creating vocal
improvisations in relation to text found in the archive.
The studio drawings were focused on remaking
visual representations of the moiré effect by creating
patterns of repeated, overlaid lines that created an
illusion of movement. The vocal lines were created
by Cunningham improvising with extracts of text
taken from the archive. The video material comprised
original video footage of the fingerprints on the
iPad screen moving in front of a separate video
camera, original video footage of slow-moving cloud
formation and original footage of text messaging
bubbles from a smartphone. Using montage and a
process of sampling, layering and improvisation with
digital images, sound and voice, a moving image
sequence was created. A score was also created with
which musicians could accompany the video material.

(top) Daphne Oram in her studio, 1962
Image courtesy of Daphne Oram Archive
(bottom) La Cigale Dress by Christian Dior (1952)
Harpers Bazaar c.1952
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Oramics Overview (1980s)
Daphne Oram
Courtesy of the Daphne Oram Archive
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(top) Amy Cunningham, extract of
sketchbook used whilst visiting
the Daphne Oram Archive, 2014
(left and overleaf)
Studio Practice: drawing
investigations responding to the
idea of structured fabric and the
moiré effect
(left) She Wore Moiré Drawing 1
Amy Cunningham
Karisma Pencil on Pastel Paper
29x21cm
Published in Sounding Food
and Music: A Book of Essays
to accompany the concert
programme (2014)
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The words to the vocal music in the work
weave together three visions of the future from
different historical contexts: a kitchen from the
Monsanto 1957 ‘House of the Future’; a musical
collaboration proposed by Oram in the 1980s,
which anticipates that musicians will be at home
and performing together across a virtual network;
and a contemporary ‘smart refrigerator’ that can
initiate communication with its remote owners. The
vocal line is treated as a mediator between past and
future ideas of technology. It makes reference to the
Delphic Oracle in Greek mythology, associated with
the female ‘Pythia’ who, according to cultural theorist
Steve Connor could be understood to have taken
the position of mediator between the spirits and the
prophets (Connor, 2000).
Whilst visiting the Daphne Oram Collection,
Cunningham came across Oram’s music composition
‘Food Preservation’ and this became the ideal
keystone to connect the visual patterns of the
moiré fabric with the subjects of food and music. In
this composition, Oram evokes the sense of food
being refrigerated with electronic pulses of sound,
like droplets of liquid moving through a machine
or the imagined internal sound of organic matter
decomposing at an almost imperceptible speed.
It was whilst listening to Oram’s composition that
Cunningham decided the fridge would become
another key ingredient. Whilst exploring the fridge as
contemporary appliance, Cunningham came across
some articles about fridges as ‘smart’ appliances.
As she was developing her research in 2014, smart
refrigerators had been launched onto the market
and famously become the first smart appliance to be
hacked (Kelion, 2014).
The possibilities of an internet-connected kitchen
device seemed futuristic, slick and intangible when
compared to the material properties of the standard
fridge, with its whirring and dripping sounds and
the sights and smells of the stored organic materials
being held back from their decaying processes.
Cunningham then made audio recordings of her own
domestic fridge, which became the drone backdrop
to the music composition.

Moiré Drawings 1,2 and 3 (2014)
Amy Cunningham
Karisma Colour pencil on watercolour paper.
each 29 x 21cm

Whilst considering the implications of the smart
device and the internet of things as part of this
research process, the one smart device that was to
have a role in the studio experimentation process
was an iPad. As Cunningham observed and took
photographs of the iPad as an object, the visual
properties of the fingerprint marks on the screen
became apparent. These became a key feature
of the resulting video sequence, highlighting the
material quality of the technology. The screen
became a surface and the marks left by the human
hand remind us that physicality and texture are of
equal importance to the virtual and remote spaces
promised by smart technology.
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Amy Cunningham, Smart Appliances
Final version of original score (2014) Page one
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Amy Cunningham, Smart Appliances
Final version of original score (2014) Page two
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Amy Cunningham, Smart Appliances
Final version of original score (2014) Page three
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Amy Cunningham, Smart Appliances
Final version of original score (2014) Page four
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Amy Cunningham, Smart Appliances
Final version of original score (2014) Page five
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Studio Process
(top) Photographs of the
iPad surface
(left) Drawing and editing
video material
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RESEARCH INSIGHTS
Through the use of archival photographs, artefacts and
audio material and through a process of videography, sound
recording, drawing and vocal improvisation, the work selected,
re-contextualised and analysed three visions of the future:
a kitchen from the Monsanto 1957 ‘House of the Future’; a
synthesiser designed by Daphne Oram from the 1980s which
anticipates that musicians will be at home and performing
together across a virtual network; and a contemporary
‘smart refrigerator’ that can initiate communication with its
remote owners. The structure of the audio-visual composition
uses textures, including the resonant buzzing of a domestic
refrigerator and the surface fingerprint patterns on touchscreen devices, that belie the smooth operations and invisible
interfaces promised by technology.

(top)
Monsanto House of the Future,
Disneyland, 1957
(bottom)
Smart fridge interior with camera,
used in BBC article (Kelion, 2014)

The work shows that we hope for more from technology than it is likely
to deliver and that sometimes we fail to remember the tech is material
and sensory as much as virtual. Cunningham also demonstrates the
phenomenon where a viewer/listener is immersed in an artwork whilst
simultaneously understanding that the work is using devices to create
illusion. She aligns this thinking with the work ‘Magic Lantern’ by artist
Susan Hiller (1987). Hiller describes her work in an interview with
Aesthetica Magazine in 2015: ‘Magic Lantern, a work I made in the late
1980s, similarly deals with one’s shifting comprehension of objectivity/
subjectivity. The juxtaposition of audio and visual components in this
piece highlights the paradox of the machine, which is both a scientific
instrument, designed to document objectively, and also a means by
which the occult and the other-worldly may be revealed. It also explores
the body’s instinctive response to colour.’ (Hiller, 2015)
Through her research, Cunningham exposed the texture of technology,
including the surface fingerprint patterns on contemporary touch screen
devices. These fingerprints echoed the hand-painted marks made
on the 35mm film-strips which were a key feature of the Oramica
(the pioneering musical instrument synthesiser designed by
Daphne Oram). When ‘Smart Appliances’ is viewed on a laptop
or smartphone screen the movement of the overlapping footage
of fingerprints creates a screen clash or moiré effect. Cunningham thus
found that it is the texture of the technology that can be understood
through its material properties (whether by prints on the screen or the
vibrations created by sound travelling through physical and virtual space
and then through the physical space of the ear). Cunningham’s work
links with mid-twentieth-century artists who explored the specificity or
texture of a given medium, as well as with contemporary artists and
philosophers who consider the vibrancy of non-human materials in a
wider context (for example, Bennett, 2010).
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DISSEMINATION

Smart Appliances (2014)
Amy Cunningham
Still from HD video showing use of
fingerprint smears on iPad screen

‘Smart Appliances’ was commissioned by Contemporary
Connections and was first performed at Sounding Food and
Music at The Old Market, Hove in 2014. https://issuu.com/
tomvenue/docs/winter_-2014-15_-eventprogramme_-_f
A book of essays was published to accompany the concert programme.
The essay ‘It Started with a Dress: Amy Cunningham’s Smart Appliances’,
was written by composer, sound artist and co-director of Creative
Research in Sound Arts Practice (CRiSAP) Dr Cathy Lane. An audio
installation version of the work was subsequently exhibited at Brighton
Public Library in 2015 as part of the Sounding Food and Music project.
https://www.facebook.com/Contemporary-Connections-SoundingFood-and-Music-766618583363461/ Details of the exhibition are
archived in the British Music Collection, a discovery platform for new
music in the UK, run by Sound and Music. https://britishmusiccollection.
org.uk/article/sounding-food-and-music
The concert, exhibition and publication were commissioned and
produced by Contemporary Connections and funded by Arts
Council England.
An extract of the score for Smart Appliances appeared in ‘Listening
in the Middle Distance’ by Amy Cunningham, in SGFA Zine Sound::
Gender:: Feminism:: Activism (2016). SGFA was established as a research
event and network focusing on the role of gender in sound-based arts
and experimental music, following on from the Her Noise: Feminisms
and the Sonic symposium at London’s Tate Modern in May 2012 . https://
www.crisap.org/research/projects/sound-gender-feminism-activismsgfa-publication/
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